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ABSTRACT
We present a framework for quantifying and mitigating algorithmic

bias in mechanisms designed for ranking individuals, typically used

as part of web-scale search and recommendation systems. We first

propose complementary measures to quantify bias with respect

to protected attributes such as gender and age. We then present

algorithms for computing fairness-aware re-ranking of results. For

a given search or recommendation task, our algorithms seek to

achieve a desired distribution of top ranked results with respect to

one or more protected attributes. We show that such a framework

can be tailored to achieve fairness criteria such as equality of op-
portunity and demographic parity depending on the choice of the

desired distribution. We evaluate the proposed algorithms via ex-

tensive simulations over different parameter choices, and study the

effect of fairness-aware ranking on both bias and utility measures.

We finally present the online A/B testing results from applying

our framework towards representative ranking in LinkedIn Talent

Search, and discuss the lessons learned in practice. Our approach

resulted in tremendous improvement in the fairness metrics (nearly

three fold increase in the number of search queries with represen-

tative results) without affecting the business metrics, which paved

the way for deployment to 100% of LinkedIn Recruiter users world-
wide. Ours is the first large-scale deployed framework for ensuring

fairness in the hiring domain, with the potential positive impact

for more than 630M LinkedIn members.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Ranking algorithms form the core of search and recommendation

systems for several applications such as hiring, lending, and col-

lege admissions. Recent studies show that ranked lists produced

by a biased machine learning model can result in systematic dis-

crimination and reduced visibility for an already disadvantaged

group [17, 23, 35] (e.g., disproportionate association of higher risk

scores of recidivism with minorities [3], over/under-representation
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and racial/gender stereotypes in image search results [31], and

incorporation of gender and other biases as part of algorithmic

tools [9, 11]). One possible reason is that machine learned predic-

tion models trained on datasets that exhibit existing societal biases

end up learning them and can reinforce such bias in their results,

potentially even amplifying the effect.

In this paper, we present a framework for quantifying and mit-

igating algorithmic bias in systems designed for ranking individ-

uals. Given fairness requirements expressed in terms of a desired

distribution over protected attribute(s) (e.g., gender, age, or their

combination), we propose algorithms for re-ranking candidates

scored/returned by a machine learned model to satisfy the fairness

constraints. Our key contributions include:

• Proposal of fairness-aware ranking algorithms towards mit-

igating algorithmic bias. Our methodology can be used to

achieve fairness criteria such as equality of opportunity [26]

and demographic parity [17] depending on the choice of the

desired distribution over protected attribute(s).

• Proposal of complementary measures for quantifying the fair-

ness of the ranked candidate lists.

• Extensive evaluation of the proposed algorithms via simula-

tions over a wide range of ranking scenarios and attributes

with different cardinalities (possible number of values).

• Online A/B test results of applying our framework for achiev-

ing representative ranking in LinkedIn Talent Search, and the

lessons learned in practice. Our approach resulted in tremen-

dous improvement in the fairness metrics (nearly three fold

increase in the number of search queries with representa-

tive results) without statistically significant change in the

business metrics, which paved the way for deployment to

100% of LinkedIn Recruiter users worldwide.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first provide

measures for evaluating bias and fairness in ranked lists in §2. Next,

we present fairness-aware re-ranking algorithms in §3, followed by

their extensive evaluation and results from deployment in LinkedIn

Talent Search in §4.We discuss related work as well as a comparison

of our approach to previous work on fairness-aware ranking in §5.

We conclude the paper and present future work in §6.

2 MEASURING ALGORITHMIC BIAS
We first discuss the intuition underlying our bias measurement

approach, and then presentmeasures for quantifying bias in ranking

that are complementary to each other.

2.1 Intuition Underlying Bias Quantification
Our bias measurement and mitigation approach assume that in the

ideal setting, the set of top ranked results for a search or recommen-

dation task should follow a desired distribution over a protected

attribute such as gender or age. This desired distribution can be

computed in many ways including, but not limited to, adhering to

the corresponding distribution over a baseline population, a legal
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mandate, or a voluntary commitment (e.g., [1, 2, 38]). Note that

our framework allows fairness-aware re-ranking over multiple at-

tributes by considering the cross-product of possible values, e.g.,

adhering to a desired distribution over all possible (gender, age

group) pairs. As we discuss in §3.3, we can achieve fairness cri-

teria such as equal opportunity [26] and demographic parity [17]

depending on the choice of the desired distribution.

2.2 Measures for Bias Evaluation
We next describe measures for evaluating bias in recommendation

and search systems. We use the notations listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Key Notations

Notation Represents
r A search request or a recommendation task

A = {a1, . . . , al } Set of disjoint protected attribute values (each

candidate has exactly one value in A); Note that
we denote the attribute value for candidate x as

A(x ), by abuse of notation.

τr Ranked list of candidates for r ; τr [j] denotes jth

candidate; τ kr denotes the first k candidates in τr
pq,r ,ai Desired proportion of candidates with attribute

value ai that should be in the ranked list

pτr ,r ,ai Proportion of candidates in τr with value ai , i.e.,
{x∈τr |A(x )=ai }

|τr |

2.2.1 Measure based on Top-k Results. Our first measure computes

the extent to which the set of top k ranked results for a search or

recommendation task differ over an attribute value with respect to

the desired proportion of that attribute value.

Definition 2.1. Given a ranked list τr of candidates for a search
request r , the skew of τr for an attribute value ai is:

Skewai@k (τr ) = loge

(pτ kr ,r ,ai

pq,r ,ai

)
. (1)

In other words, Skewai@k is the (logarithmic) ratio of the pro-

portion of candidates having the attribute value ai among the top

k ranked results to the corresponding desired proportion for ai .
A negative Skewai@k corresponds to a lesser than desired repre-

sentation of candidates with value ai in the top k results, while a

positive Skewai@k corresponds to favoring such candidates. We

utilize the log to make the skew values symmetric around origin

with respect to ratios for and against a specific attribute value ai .
For example, the ratio of the proportions being 2 or

1

2
corresponds

to the same skew value in magnitude, but with opposite signs. Note

that the calculation might need some adjustment to prevent a case

of divide-by-zero or log(0).
Consider the gender attribute (with values {a1 = male, a2 =

female}) as an example. Suppose that, for a given search task, the

desired proportions are obtained based on the set of qualified candi-

dates which consists of 32K males and 48K females (80K total, hence

desired ratios are pq,r,male
= 0.4 and pq,r, female

= 0.6). If the set of
top 100 ranked results for this task consists of 20 males and 80 fe-

males, then, Skewmale@100 = loge (
20

100
/ 32K
80K ) = loge (0.5) ≈ −0.3.

Skewai@k measure is intuitive to explain and easy to interpret.

In the above example, we can infer that males are represented 50%

less than the desired representation. However, Skewai@k has the

following disadvantages. (1) It is defined for a single attribute value,

and hence we may need to compute the skew value for all possible

values of the protected attribute. (2) It depends on k and has to be

computed for different k values to fully understand the extent of

the bias. While certain choices of k may be suitable based on the

application (e.g., k = 25 may be meaningful to measure skew in

the first page of results for a search engine that displays 25 results

in each page), a measure that takes into account all candidates in

a ranked list may be desirable to provide a more holistic view of

fairness.

To deal with the first problem above, we introduce two more

measures which give a combined view of Skew@k measure:

• MinSkew@k: For a search request r , MinSkew@k provides

the minimum skew among all attribute values,

MinSkew@k (τr ) =minai ∈ASkewai@k (τr ) . (2)

• MaxSkew@k: For a search request r , MaxSkew@k provides

the maximum skew among all attribute values,

MaxSkew@k (τr ) =maxai ∈ASkewai@k (τr ) . (3)

MinSkew andMaxSkewhave the following interpretation.MinSkew

signifies theworst disadvantage in representation given to candidates
with a specific attribute value while MaxSkew signifies the largest
unfair advantage provided to candidates with an attribute value.

Since both

∑
pτ kr ,r,ai

= 1 and

∑
pq,r,ai = 1, it follows that for any

ranked list, and for any k ,MinSkew@k ≤ 0 andMaxSkew@k ≥ 0.

Next, we present a ranking measure that addresses the second

problem with skew measure as presented above.

2.2.2 Ranking Measure. Several measures for evaluating the fair-

ness of a ranked list have been explored in the information retrieval

literature [40]. In this paper, we adopt a ranking bias measure based

on Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [33]. Let Dτ ir and Dr denote

the discrete distribution assigning to each attribute value in A, the
proportion of candidates having that value, over the top i candi-
dates in the given ranked list τr and over the desired distribution

respectively. Given these two distributions, we compute the KL-

divergence and then obtain a normalized discounted cumulative

variant, similar to [40]. This measure is non-negative, with a larger

value denoting greater divergence between the two distributions.

It equals 0 in the ideal case of the two distributions being identical

for each position i .

Definition 2.2. Given a ranked list τr of candidates for a search re-
quest r , the normalized discounted cumulative KL-divergence (NDKL)
of τr is:

NDKL(τr ) =
1

Z

|τr |∑
i=1

1

log
2
(i + 1)

dKL (Dτ ir
| |Dr ) , (4)

where, dKL (D1 | |D2) =
∑
j D1 (j ) loge

D1 (j )
D2 (j )

is the KL-divergence of

distributionD1 with respect to distributionD2 andZ =
∑|τr |
i=1

1

log
2
(i+1) .

Note that dKL (Dτ ir | |Dr ) corresponds to a weighted average of

Skew@i over all attribute values. While having the benefit of pro-

viding a single measure of bias over all attribute values and a holistic

view over the whole ranked list, the NDKL measure has the follow-

ing disadvantages. (1) It cannot differentiate between bias of equal

extent, but in opposite directions. For example, given an equal de-

sired proportion of males and females (i.e., pq,r,male
= pq,r, female

=

0.5), NDKL would be the same irrespective of whether males or

females are being under-represented in the top ranked results by

the same extent. Thus, the measure does not convey which attribute



value is being unfairly treated (Skew measure is more suitable for

this). (2) It is not as easy to interpret as the skew measure.

3 FAIRNESS-AWARE RANKING ALGORITHMS
We next present a discussion of the desired properties when de-

signing fair ranking algorithms, followed by a description of our

proposed algorithms.

3.1 Discussion of Desired Properties
As presented in §2, we assume that for each attribute value ai ,
it is desirable for a fair ranking algorithm to include candidates

possessing ai with a proportion as close as possible to pq,r,ai (for
brevity, we also use the term pai to mean the desired proportion

of candidates possessing attribute value ai ). While one can argue

that for a representation proportion of pτr ,r,ai > pq,r,ai , we are
still “fair” to ai , a model that achieves such a recommendation

proportion could cause unfairness to some other aj , ai , since∑
a∈A pq,r,a =

∑
a∈A pτr ,r,a = 1. This is the case because the

attribute values are disjoint, i.e., each candidate possesses exactly

one value of a given attribute.

Furthermore, it is desirable for the representation criteria to be

satisfied over top-k results for all 1 ≤ k ≤ |τr |, since presenting a
candidate earlier vs. later in the ranking could have a significant ef-

fect on the response of the user [29]. Thus, we would like the ranked

list of candidates to satisfy the following desirable properties:

∀k ≤ |τr | & ∀ai ∈ A, countk (ai ) ≤ ⌈pai · k ⌉ , and, (5)

∀k ≤ |τr | & ∀ai ∈ A, countk (ai ) ≥ ⌊pai · k ⌋ , (6)

where countk (ai ) denotes the number of candidates with attribute

value ai among the top k results. Among the two conditions above,

Eq. 6 is more important for fairness purposes, since it guarantees a

minimum representation for an attribute value (Eq. 5 helps to ensure

that disproportionate advantage is not given to any specific attribute

value, since this could cause disadvantage to other attribute values).

We next define a notion of (in)feasibility for a ranking algorithm in

terms of fairness.

Definition 3.1. A ranking algorithm is infeasible if:

∃ r s .t . ∃ k ≤ |τr | & ai ∈ A, countk (ai ) < ⌊pai · k ⌋ . (7)

This means that there is at least one search request r , such that the

generated ranking list τr breaks the condition countk (ai ) ≥ ⌊pai ·k⌋
for at least one k . We define the following measures to quantify the

extent of infeasibility.

• InfeasibleIndex: is defined as the number of indices k ≤ |τr |
for which (6) is violated.

InfeasibleIndexτr =
∑

k≤|τr |

1(∃ai ∈ A, s .t . countk (ai ) < ⌊pai · k ⌋).

(8)

While this value depends on the size of the ranked list τr , it
can be normalized if needed.

• InfeasibleCount: is defined as the number of (attribute value

ai , index k) pairs for which (6) is violated.

InfeasibleCountτr =
∑

k≤|τr |

∑
ai ∈A

1(countk (ai ) < ⌊pai · k ⌋) . (9)

While this value depends on the size of the ranked list τr , as
well as the number of possible attribute values (|A|), it can
again be normalized.

Next, we present our proposed set of algorithms for obtaining fair

re-ranked lists. Note that the proposed algorithms assume that

Table 2: Collective Inputs and Outputs of Algorithms 1 through 3

Inputs

a : Possible attribute values indexed as ai , with each

attribute value having n candidates with scores sai , · .
Candidate list for each attribute value is assumed to be

ordered by decreasing scores, i.e., for j ≥ 0, ai, j refers to
jth element of attribute value ai , with score sai , j .
∀k, l : 0 ≤ k ≤ l ⇐⇒ sai ,k ≥ sai ,l
p : A categorical distribution where pai indicates the
desired proportion of candidates with attribute value ai
kmax : Number of desired results

Output An ordered list of attribute value ids and scores

Algorithm 1 Score Maximizing Greedy Mitigation Algorithm (Det-

Greedy)

1: foreach ai ∈ a, counts[ai ] := 0

2: rankedAttList := []; rankedScoreList := []

3: for k ∈ {1, . . . , kmax } do
4: belowMin := {ai : counts[ai ] < ⌊k · pai ⌋ }
5: belowMax := {ai : counts[ai ] ≥ ⌊k · pai ⌋ and counts[ai ] <

⌈k · pai ⌉ }
6: if belowMin , ∅ then
7: nextAtt := argmaxai ∈belowMin

sai ,counts[ai ]
8: else
9: nextAtt := argmaxai ∈belowMax

sai ,counts[ai ]
10: rankedAttList[k] := nextAtt

11: rankedScoreList[k] := snextAtt, counts[nextAtt ]
12: counts[nextAtt]++

13: return [rankedAttList, rankedScoreList]

there are enough candidates for each attribute value, which may

not always be the case in search and recommendation systems.

However, it would be easy to modify all the proposed algorithms to

have a fallback mechanism to choose another candidate from the

next-best attribute value (for fairness purposes). Finally, to avoid

repetition, we have listed the combined set of inputs and outputs

for all the algorithms in Table 2.

3.2 Ranking Algorithms
3.2.1 Baseline algorithm with no mitigation (Vanilla). Our baseline
ranking approach orders candidates in the descending order of

score assigned by the ML model.

We next present four deterministic algorithms towards the goal

of satisfying the conditions given in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6.

3.2.2 Score maximizing greedy mitigation algorithm (DetGreedy).
Deterministic Greedy (DetGreedy) algorithm (Alg. 1) works as fol-

lows: If there are any attribute values for which the minimum

representation requirement (Eq. 6) is about to be violated, choose

the one with the highest next score among them. Otherwise, choose

the attribute value with the highest next score among those that

have not yet met their maximum requirements (Eq. 5). At the end

of each iteration in Alg. 1, counts[ai ] maintains the number of

candidates with attribute value ai included in the top k results

(countk (ai )) and sai ,counts[ai ] denotes the score of the next best
candidate (not yet shown) from attribute value ai .

3.2.3 Score maximizing greedy conservative mitigation algorithm
(DetCons) and its relaxed variant (DetRelaxed). While DetGreedy

generates rankings with as high score candidates as possible in the

ranked list, it may easily fall into an infeasible state (Definition 3.1).

Hence, it may be desirable to give preference to attribute values



Algorithm 2 Score Maximizing Greedy Conservative Mitigation Algo-

rithm (DetCons) and its Relaxed variant (DetRelaxed)

1: foreach ai ∈ a, counts[ai ] := 0

2: rankedAttList := []; rankedScoreList := []

3: for k ∈ {1, . . . , kmax } do
4: belowMin := {ai : counts[ai ] < ⌊k · pai ⌋ }
5: belowMax := {ai : counts[ai ] ≥ ⌊k · pai ⌋ and counts[ai ] <

⌈k · pai ⌉ }
6: if belowMin , ∅ then
7: nextAtt := argmaxai ∈belowMin

sai ,counts[ai ]
8: else
9: if DetCons then
10: nextAtt := argminai ∈belowMax

⌈k ·pai ⌉
pai

11: else if DetRelaxed then
12: nextAttSet := argminai ∈belowMax

⌈
⌈k ·pai ⌉
pai

⌉ (i.e., the set of all

attribute values in belowMax that minimize this term)

13: nextAtt := argmaxai ∈nextAttSet sai ,counts[ai ]
14: rankedAttList[k] := nextAtt

15: rankedScoreList[k] := snextAtt, counts[nextAtt ]
16: counts[nextAtt]++

17: return [rankedAttList, rankedScoreList]

that are likely to violate the minimum representation requirement

soon enough in the ranking, which is the basis for our next two

algorithms. For example, consider a setting with three attribute

values and desired proportions of pa1 = 0.55, pa2 = 0.3, and pa3 =
0.15. Suppose that the top 9 results consist of 5 candidates with a1,
3 with a2, and 1 with a3. For k = 10, the minimum representation

requirement is already satisfied for all three attributes while the

maximum representation requirements are not met for a1 and a3.
However, we can see that the minimum representation requirement

will be violated sooner for a1 (at k = 11, since ⌊11 · 0.55⌋ = 6)

compared to a3 (at k = 14, since ⌊14 · 0.15⌋ = 2) under the current

allocation, and hence it is preferable to choose a candidate with a1
for the position, k = 10.

Deterministic Conservative (DetCons) algorithm and its relaxed

version, Deterministic Relaxed (DetRelaxed), described in Alg. 2,

work as follows. As in the case of DetGreedy, if there are any

attribute values for which theminimum representation requirement

(Eq. 6) is about to be violated, we choose the one with the highest

next score among them. Otherwise, among those attribute values

that have not yet met their maximum requirements (Eq. 5), we favor

one for which the minimum representation requirement is likely to

be violated soon enough in the ranking. In DetCons, we choose the

attribute value that minimizes

⌈pai ·k ⌉
pai

(i.e., the (fractional) position

at which the minimum representation requirement will be violated).

In DetRelaxed, we also make use of the integrality constraints, and

attempt to include candidates with higher scores. Specifically, we

consider all attribute values that minimize ⌈
⌈pai ·k ⌉
pai

⌉ and choose

the one with the highest score for the next candidate.

While the above three algorithms are designed towards meeting

the conditions given in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, we can show that DetGreedy

is not feasible in certain settings. Although we have not been able

to prove that DetCons and DetRelaxed are always feasible, our

simulation results (§4) suggest that this may indeed be the case.

Theorem 3.2. The algorithms DetGreedy, DetCons, and DetRe-
laxed are feasible whenever the number of possible attribute values

Algorithm 3 Feasible Mitigation Algorithm Based on Interval Con-

strained Sorting (DetConstSort)

1: foreach ai ∈ a, counts[ai ] := 0

2: foreach ai ∈ a, minCounts[ai ] := 0

3: rankedAttList := []; rankedScoreList := []; maxIndices := []

4: lastEmpty := 0; k := 0

5: while lastEmpty ≤ kmax do
6: k++

7: foreach ai ∈ a, tempMinCounts[ai ] := ⌊k · pai ⌋
8: changedMins := {ai : minCounts[ai ] < tempMinCounts[ai ]}
9: if changedMins , ∅ then
10: ordChangedMins := sort changedMins by sai , counts[ai ] descend-

ing
11: for ai ∈ ordChangedMins (chosen in the sorted order) do
12: rankedAttList[lastEmpty] := ai
13: rankedScoreList[lastEmpty] := sai , counts[ai ]
14: maxIndices[lastEmpty] := k

15: start := lastEmpty

16: while start > 0 and maxIndices[start - 1] ≥ start and

rankedScoreList[start-1] < rankedScoreList[start] do
17: swap(maxIndices[start - 1], maxIndices[start])

18: swap(rankedAttList[start - 1], rankedAttList[start])

19: swap(rankedScoreList[start - 1], rankedScoreList[start])

20: start−−

21: counts[ai ]++
22: lastEmpty++

23: minCounts := tempMinCounts

24: return [rankedAttList, rankedScoreList]

for the protected attribute is less than 4, i.e., for |A| ≤ 3. DetGreedy is
not guaranteed to be feasible whenever |A| ≥ 4.

Proof is available in the appendix (§A.2). Next, we present a prov-

ably feasible algorithm for fairness-aware ranking, which follows a

constrained sorting scheme.

3.2.4 Feasible mitigation algorithm which employs interval con-
strained ordering (DetConstSort). Deterministic Constrained Sorting

(DetConstSort) algorithm (Alg. 3) also aims to enforce the condi-

tions given in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6. However, contrary to the three greedy

approaches listed previously, DetConstSort waits for multiple in-

dices of recommendation before deciding on the next attribute value

to get a candidate from, and may change its previous decisions to

improve the score ordering. The algorithm works as follows:

(1) Increase a counter value (starting with 0) until at least one attribute

value has increased its minimum representation count requirement

per Eq. 6. If there is more than one such attribute value, order them

according to descending score of their next candidates.

(2) Go over the list of ordered attribute values that have increased their

minimum requirement, and for each one:

(a) Insert the next candidate from the attribute value to the next empty

index in the recommendation list.

(b) Swap this candidate towards earlier indices in the list until:

• Either the score of the left candidate (candidate in the earlier

index) is larger, or,

• Maximum index of the left candidate will be violated due to

the swap (maximum index of a candidate is the maximum

index (position) in the ranking where the candidate from this

attribute value can be placed at so that we meet the condition

of feasibility, i.e., countk (ai ) ≥ ⌊pai · k ⌋ per Definition 3.1.

DetConstSort algorithm can be thought of as solving a more general

interval constrained sorting problem where we want to maximize

the sorting quality, subject to constraints that some elements cannot



go beyond a specific index, as long as there is a solution that satisfies

the constraints.

Theorem 3.3. DetConstSort algorithm is feasible per Definition 3.1.

Proof is available in the appendix (§A.3).

3.3 Mapping from Fairness Notions to Desired
Attribute Distributions

Our fairness-aware ranking approach aims to achieve representa-

tiveness as determined by the desired distribution over a protected

attribute (or multiple attributes, by considering the cross-product

of possible values). Next, we discuss how our framework can be

used to achieve fairness notions such as equal opportunity [26] and

demographic parity [17] through a careful selection of the desired

distribution.

3.3.1 Achieving Equal Opportunity. A predictor function Ŷ is said

to satisfy equal opportunity [26] with respect to a protected at-

tribute A and true outcome Y , if the predictor and the protected

attribute are independent conditional on the true outcome being 1

(favorable). That is,

p (Ŷ = 1|A = a1,Y = 1) = ... = p (Ŷ = 1|A = al ,Y = 1) . (10)

For a search or recommendation task, we can roughly map our

framework to the above fairness notion by assuming that the set

of candidates that match the criteria (either explicitly specified in

the search request or implicitly for the recommendation task) as

“qualified” for the task. The true outcome being positive (Y = 1)

corresponds to a candidate matching the search request criteria

(or equivalently, being “qualified” for the search request), while

the prediction being positive (Ŷ = 1) corresponds to a candidate

being presented in the top ranked results for the search request. The

equal opportunity notion requires that the fraction of qualified can-

didates that are included in the top ranked results does not depend

on the protected attribute, or equivalently that the proportion of

candidates belonging to a given value of the attribute does not vary

between the set of qualified candidates and the set of top ranked

results. In our framework, this requirement can be met by selecting

the desired distribution to be the distribution of the qualified can-
didates over the protected attribute. Further, since the top ranked

results are chosen from the set of qualified candidates (that is, Ŷ = 0

whenever Y = 0), the above choice of the desired distribution can

also be viewed as meeting the requirement of equalized odds [26].

3.3.2 Achieving Demographic Parity. Demographic parity (or sta-

tistical parity) [17] requires that the predictor function Ŷ be inde-

pendent of the protected attribute A, that is,

p (Ŷ = 1|A = a1) = ... = p (Ŷ = 1|A = al ), and,

p (Ŷ = 0|A = a1) = ... = p (Ŷ = 0|A = al ) . (11)

In our framework, we can show that this requirement can be met

by selecting the desired distribution to be the distribution of all can-
didates over the protected attribute (following a similar argument

as in §3.3.1). Demographic parity is an important consideration in

certain application settings, although it does not take qualifications

into account and is known to have limitations (see [17, 26]). For

example, in the case of gender, demographic parity would require

that the top results always reflect the gender distribution over all

candidates, irrespective of the specific search or recommendation

task.

4 EVALUATION AND DEPLOYMENT IN
PRACTICE

In this section, we evaluate our proposed fairness-aware ranking

framework via both offline simulations, and through our online

deployment in LinkedIn Recruiter application.

4.1 Simulation Results
Next, we present the results of evaluating our proposed fairness-

aware re-ranking algorithms via extensive simulations. Rather than

utilizing a real-world dataset, we chose to use simulations for the

following reasons:

(1) To be able to study settingswhere there could be several
possible values for the protected attribute. Our simula-

tion framework allowed us to evaluate the algorithms over

attributes with up to 10 values (e.g., <gender, age group>

which could assume 9 values with three gender values (male,

female, and other/unknown) and three age groups), and also

study the effect of varying the number of possible attribute

values. In addition, we generated many randomized settings

covering a much larger space of potential ranking situations,

and thereby evaluated the algorithms more comprehensively.

(2) Evaluating the effect of re-ranking on a utilitymeasure
in a dataset collected from the logs of a specific appli-
cation is often challenging due to position bias [29].
Utilizing a simulation framework allows random assignment

of relevance scores to the ranked candidates (to simulate the

scores of a machine learned model) and directly measure

the effect of fairness-aware re-ranking as compared to score

based ranking.

Simulation framework:
(1) For each possible number of attribute values (2 ≤ |A | ≤ 10):

(a) Generate a set P of 100K random categorical probability distribu-

tions of size |A | each. Each probability distribution Pj ∈ P is

generated by choosing |A | i.i.d. samples from the uniform dis-

tribution over (0, 1) and normalizing the sum to equal 1. Each

Pj represents a possible desired distribution over the set A of

attribute values.

(b) For each Pj ∈ P :
(i) For each attribute value in A, generate 100 random candidates

whose scores are chosen i.i.d. from the uniform distribution

over (0, 1), and order them by decreasing scores. We replicate

this step 10 times (resulting in 1M distinct ranking tasks for

each choice of |A |).
(ii) Run each proposed fairness-aware ranking algorithm to get

a fairness-aware re-ranked list of size 100, with the desired

distribution Pj and the generated random candidate lists for

each attribute value as inputs.

For each ranking task generated by the above framework, we com-

pute the proposed bias measures such as InfeasibleIndex (Eq. 8),

MinSkew (Eq. 2), and NDKL (Eq. 4), as well as Normalized Dis-

counted Cumulative Gain
1
(NDCG) [28] as a measure of the “rank-

ing utility” where we treat the scores of candidates as their rele-

vance. We report the results in terms of the average computed over

1
NDCG is defined over a ranked list of candidates τr as follows:

NDCG(τr ) = 1

Z ×
∑|τr |
i=1

u (τr [i])
log(i+1) , whereu (τr [i]) is the relevance for the candidate in

i th position of τr . In our simulations, we treat the score of each candidate as the rele-

vance, whereas in real-world applications, relevance could be obtained based on human

judgment labels or user response (e.g., whether or the extent to which the user liked

the candidate). Z is the normalizing factor corresponding to the discounted cumulative

gain for the best possible ranking τr ∗ of candidates, i.e., Z =
∑|τr ∗ |
i=1

u (τr ∗[i])
log(i+1) .



all ranking tasks for a given choice of the number of attribute values.

Results: Figures 1 through 4 give the bias and utility results as a

function of the number of attribute values for the proposed algo-

rithms per the simulation framework.

Figure 1: InfeasibleIndex Measure Results

From Figure 1, we can see that all our proposed algorithms are

feasible for attributes with up to 3 possible values (which is in

confirmation with our feasibility results (§3)). We observed similar

results for InfeasibleCount measure (Eq. 9; results given in §A.1).

We observe that DetConstSort is also feasible for all values of |A|
(in agreement with the theorem in §3). Furthermore, for DetGreedy,

InfeasibleIndex measure increases with the number of possible

attribute values, since it becomes harder to satisfy Eq. 6 for a large

number of attribute values. We can also see that both DetCons and

DetRelaxed are feasible for all values of |A|, which, although not

proven, gives strong evidence to their general feasibility.

Figure 2: MinSkew@100 Measure Results

Figure 2 presents the results for MinSkew@100 measure. We ob-

served similar results for MaxSkew measure (Eq. 3; results given in

§A.1). DetCons, DetRelaxed, and DetConstSort algorithms perform

quite similarly, and overall better than DetGreedy, as expected. All

the fairness-aware algorithms perform much better compared to

the baseline score-based (vanilla) ranking.

Figure 3: NDKL Measure Results

The results for NDKL measure, presented in Figure 3, show

that the look-ahead algorithms, DetCons and DetRelaxed, perform

slightly better than DetConstSort.

For utility evaluation, we computed the NDCG@100 of the gen-

erated rankings to see whether re-ranking causes a large deviation

from a ranking strategy based fully on the relevance scores. Figure 4

shows that DetGreedy performs significantly better compared to

the rest of fairness-aware ranking algorithms in terms of utility.

DetConstSort also performs slightly better compared to the look-

ahead algorithms (DetCons and DetRelaxed). Note that the vanilla

algorithm ranks purely based on scores, and hence has a constant

NDCG of 1.

Figure 4: NDCG@100 Measure Results

Overall, DetGreedy has very competitive performance in terms

of fairness measures and generates ranked lists with the highest

utility. However, if the requirements of minimum representation

for each attribute value are strict, we would be confined to DetCons,

DetRelaxed, and DetConstSort (which happens to be the only algo-

rithm we have theoretically proven to be feasible). Among those

algorithms that did generate consistently feasible rankings in our

simulations, DetConstSort performed slightly better in terms of

utility. In terms of fairness measures though, we did not observe

considerable difference amongst DetCons, DetRelaxed, and Det-

ConstSort. In summary, there is no single “best” algorithm, and

hence it would be desirable to carefully study the fairness vs. utility
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Figure 5: Online Architecture for Gender-Representative Ranking at LinkedIn

trade-offs in the application setting (e.g., by performing A/B testing)

and thereby select the most suitable of these algorithms.

4.2 Online A/B Testing Results and
Deployment in LinkedIn Talent Search

We have implemented the proposed framework as part of the

LinkedIn Recruiter product to ensure gender-representative ranking
of candidates. This product enables recruiters and hiring managers

to source suitable talent for their needs, by allowing them to per-

form search and reach out to suitable candidates. Given a search

request, this system first retrieves the candidates that match the

request out of a pool of hundreds of millions of candidates, and then

returns a ranked list of candidates using machine-learned models

in multiple passes (see Figure 5, explained in §A.4). For each search

request, the desired gender distribution over the ranked candidate

list is chosen to be the gender distribution over the set of candi-

dates that meet (i.e., qualify for) the search criteria provided by

the user of the system (recruiter). The candidate set retrieval and

scoring, as well as the computation of the desired distribution, is

performed in a distributed manner using LinkedIn’s Galene search
engine [36]. Computing the desired distribution in this manner can

be thought of as corresponding to achieving equality of opportunity
per discussion in §3.3. We utilized Algorithm 1 (DetGreedy) in our

online deployment due to its implementation simplicity and practi-

cality considerations with A/B testing multiple algorithms (such

as ensuring sufficient statistical power). Also, we observed in §4.1

that it provided the highest utility and good performance in terms

of fairness measures, especially for protected attributes with low

cardinality like gender (per Theorem 3.2, DetGreedy is feasible for

attributes with up to three values, and gender fits this description).

The results of the A/B test which we performed over three weeks

within 2018 with hundreds of thousands of Recruiter users is pre-

sented in Table 3. In this experiment, a randomly chosen 50% of

Recruiter users were presented with results from the fairness-aware

ranking approach while the rest were presented with the vanilla

ranking of candidates based on the scores from theMLmodel, which

is optimized for the likelihood of making a successful hire. Please

refer [21] and the references therein for a detailed description of

ML models used in LinkedIn Talent Search. Our fair re-ranking

approach has ensured that more than 95% of all the searches are
representative of any gender compared to the qualified population

of the search (i.e., the ranking is feasible per Definition 3.1 in 95%

of the cases), which is nearly a 3X improvement. Furthermore,

MinSkew (Skew for the most disadvantaged gender group within

the results of a search query) over top 100 candidates, averaged

over all search requests, is now very close to 0 (we achieved similar

results over top 25, top 50, etc., and for other fairness measures). In

other words, ranked lists of candidates presented are representative

in practice. We did not observe any statistically significant change

in business metrics, such as the number of inMails sent [messages

from recruiters to candidates] or inMails accepted [messages from

recruiters to candidates, answered back with positive responses]

(only relative values are presented in Table 3), meaning that ensur-

ing representation did not negatively impact the customers’ success

metrics or quality of the presented candidates for our application.

Based on these results, we decided to ramp the re-ranking approach

to 100% of Recruiter users worldwide. We direct the interested

reader to our engineering blog post [22] for further details.

Table 3: Online A/B Test Results

Metric Vanilla Fairness-aware
Queries with representative results 33% 95%

Average MinSkew@100 -0.259 -0.011 (p-value < 1e-16)

InMails Sent - ± 1% (p-value > 0.5)

InMails Accepted - ± 1% (p-value > 0.5)

4.3 Lessons Learned in Practice
Post-Processing vs. Alternate Approaches: Broadly, there are
three technical approaches for mitigating algorithmic bias in ma-

chine learning systems:

• Pre-processing includes the efforts prior to model training

such as representative training data collection andmodifying

features or labels in the training data (e.g. [12]).

• Modifying the training process to generate a bias-free model

(e.g., [5]).

• Post-processing includes the modification of the results of

a trained machine learning model, using techniques such

as calibration of regression or classification output and re-

ranking of results (e.g., [42]).

We decided to focus on post-processing algorithms due to the fol-

lowing practical considerations which we learned over the course

of our investigations. First, applying such a methodology is ag-

nostic to the specifics of each model and therefore scalable across

different model choices for the same application and also across



other similar applications. Second, in many practical internet ap-

plications, domain-specific business logic is typically applied prior

to displaying the results from the ML model to the end user (e.g.,

prune candidates working at the same company as the recruiter),

and hence it is more effective to incorporate bias mitigation as

the very last step of the pipeline. Third, this approach is easier to

incorporate as part of existing systems, as compared to modifying

the training algorithm or the features, since we can build a stand-

alone service or component for post-processing without significant

modifications to the existing components. In fact, our experience

in practice suggests that post-processing is easier than eliminating

bias from training data or during model training (especially due to

redundant encoding of protected attributes and the likelihood of

both the model choices and features evolving over time). However,

we remark that efforts to eliminate/reduce bias from training data

or during model training can still be explored, and can be thought of

as complementary to our approach, which functions as a “fail-safe”.

Socio-technical Dimensions of Bias and Fairness: Although
our fairness-aware ranking algorithms are agnostic to how the de-

sired distribution for the protected attribute(s) is chosen and treat

this distribution as an input, the choice of the desired bias / fairness

notions (and hence the above distribution) needs to be guided by

ethical, social, and legal dimensions. As discussed in §3.3, our frame-

work can be used to achieve different fairness notions depending

on the choice of the desired distribution. Guided by LinkedIn’s goal

of creating economic opportunity for every member of the global

workforce and by a keen interest from LinkedIn’s customers in

making sure that they are able to source diverse talent, we adopted

a “diversity by design” approach for LinkedIn Talent Search, and

took the position that the top search results for each query should

be representative of the broader qualified candidate set [22]. The

representative ranking requirement is not only simple to explain

(as compared to, say, approaches based on statistical significance

testing (e.g., [42])), but also has the benefit of providing consistent

experience for a recruiter or a hiring manager, who could learn

about the gender diversity of a certain talent pool (e.g., sales asso-

ciates in Anchorage, Alaska) and then see the same distribution

in the top search results for the corresponding search query. Our

experience also suggests that building consensus and achieving

collaboration across key stakeholders (such as product, legal, PR,

engineering, and AI/ML teams) is a prerequisite for successful adop-

tion of fairness-aware approaches in practice [8].

5 RELATEDWORK
There has been an extensive study of algorithmic bias and dis-

crimination across disciplines such as law, policy, and computer

science (e.g., see [20, 23, 44] and the references therein). Many re-

cent studies have investigated two different notions of fairness: (1)

individual fairness, which requires that similar people be treated

similarly [17], and (2) group fairness, which requires that the dis-

advantaged group be treated similarly to the advantaged group or

the entire population [34, 35]. While some studies focus on identi-

fying and quantifying the extent of discrimination (e.g., [3, 11, 34]),

others study mitigation approaches in the form of fairness-aware

algorithms (e.g., [10, 14–19, 24–27, 30, 32, 39, 41–43]) and inherent

trade-offs and limitations in achieving different notions of fairness

and non-discrimination [16–18, 32]. Formal definitions of group

fairness include demographic parity [17] and equal opportunity

[26]. As discussed in §3.3, our framework supports these two defi-

nitions through appropriate choice of the desired distribution. We

remark that there is extensive work in social science, philosophy,

and legal literature on discrimination and fairness. We defer the

reader to [6] for a discussion from a legal perspective and [4] for a

discussion of four different frameworks of equal opportunity.

Our work is closely related to recent literature on fairness in

ranking [5, 7, 13, 15, 37, 40, 42]. A method to assist the algorithm

designer to generate a fair linear ranking model has been proposed

in [5]. With respect to a fixed set of items, given a weight vector

for ranking, the method in [5] computes a similar vector that meets

fairness requirements. This approach is not applicable in our set-

ting since it assumes that the candidate set of items to be ranked

is fixed, whereas this set depends on the query in our case. Fur-

ther, since it is limited to linear models and requires modifying the

weight vector, this approach would be hard to scale across differ-

ent model choices in practice (see §4.3). The problem of achieving

individual equity-of-attention fairness in rankings, along with a

mechanism for achieving amortized individual fairness, has been

proposed in [7]. While this work aims to achieve individual fair-

ness amortized across many rankings, our focus is on ensuring

that each ranking meets the group fairness requirements specified

using a desired distribution. Our proposed algorithms are designed

to mitigate biases in the ranked results for each query by achiev-

ing a desired distribution over a protected attribute. Algorithms

for ranking in the presence of fairness constraints, specified as

the maximum (or minimum) number of elements of each class

that can appear at any position in the ranking, have been pro-

posed in [15, 42]. Zehlike et al. [42] propose a fair top-k ranking

algorithm focusing on a required representation proportion for a

single under-represented group. Our proposed algorithms allow

attributes with many possible values as opposed to just binary at-

tributes, hence constituting a more general framework, and can

handle representation constraints corresponding to an arbitrary,

desired categorical distribution. FA*IR algorithm proposed in [42]

can be thought of as similar to our DetGreedy method that works

only for a binary protected attribute, with a considerable difference

in the minimum representation requirement computation. Celis et

al. [15] present a theoretical investigation of fair ranking computa-

tion with constraints on the maximum and the minimum number of

elements possessing an attribute value that can be present at each

rank. In contrast, we provide relatively easy-to-explain and easy-

to-implement algorithms since our work is motivated by the desire

to implement and deploy in practice (see §4.2 and §4.3). Further, by

presenting an empirical evaluation of the trade-off between fairness

and business metrics, we enable practitioners to select a suitable

algorithm for their application needs. A framework for formulating

fairness constraints on rankings, and an associated probabilistic

algorithm for computing utility maximizing fair ranking have been

proposed in [37]. This method requires solving a linear program

with a large number of variables and constraints (N 2
where N de-

notes the number of candidates to be ranked), and hence does not

seem feasible in a practical search/recommendation system with

strict latency requirements. Fairness measures for ranking have

been proposed in [40], which we have extended for our setting

(§2). Finally, ours is the first large-scale deployed framework for

ensuring fairness in ranked results.



6 CONCLUSION
Motivated by the desire for creating fair opportunity for all users

being ranked as part of search and recommendation systems and

the consequent need for measuring and mitigating algorithmic bias

in the underlying ranking mechanisms, we proposed a framework

for fair re-ranking of results based on desired proportions over

one or more protected attributes. We proposed several measures to

quantify bias with respect to protected attributes such as gender and

age, and presented fairness-aware ranking algorithms. We demon-

strated the efficacy of these algorithms in reducing bias without

affecting utility, and compared their performance via extensive sim-

ulations. We also deployed the proposed framework for achieving

gender-representative ranking in LinkedIn Talent Search, where

our approach resulted in huge improvement in the fairness metrics

(nearly 3X increase in the number of queries with representative

results) without impacting the business metrics. In addition to being

the first web-scale deployed framework for ensuring fairness in the

hiring domain, our work contains insights and lessons learned in

practice that could be of interest for researchers and practitioners

working on various web-scale search and recommendation systems.

A potential direction for future work is to further study fairness

and utility guarantees of the proposed algorithms, as well as to ex-

tend with other algorithmic variants. While we have experimented

with synthetic datasets to capture a wide range of parameter choices

compared to what a real-world dataset might include, experiments

with real datasets could be performed to complement our empirical

study. Our approach assumes that the protected attribute values of

candidates as well as the desired proportions are provided as part

of the input; these assumptions may not hold in certain application

settings. A fruitful direction is to understand the social dimension

of how to reliably obtain the protected attribute values of users, if

not readily available, and how to design the fairness-aware ranking

algorithms in an incentive-compatible fashion in case these values

are self-reported. A related direction is to study the social ques-

tion of how the desired proportions (or fairness notions) should be

chosen for different classes of practical applications.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Results for InfeasibleCount and MaxSkew

Measures
For the continuation of §4.1, we present the results for Infeasible-

Count (Eq. 9) and MaxSkew@100 (Eq. 3) in Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 6: InfeasibleCount Measure Results

Figure 7: MaxSkew@100 Measure Results

A.2 Proof of Theorem 3.2
The algorithms DetGreedy, DetCons, and DetRelaxed are feasible
whenever the number of possible attribute values for the protected
attribute is less than 4, i.e., for |A| ≤ 3. DetGreedy is not guaranteed
to be feasible whenever |A| ≥ 4.

Proof. First, we prove that all three algorithms are feasible

for |A| ≤ 3. Since |A| = 1 corresponds to the trivial case of all

candidates possessing the same attribute value, we focus on |A| ∈
{2, 3}. Further, we assume that 0 < pai < 1 ∀ ai , since (1) any

attribute value with pai = 0 does not affect feasibility and would be

ignored by our algorithms, and (2) if pai = 1 for some ai , feasibility
would be trivially satisfied since our algorithms would only include

candidates possessing ai .
We provide a proof by contradiction. Suppose that there exists

k ≥ 0 such that the ranking was feasible till position k , but became

infeasible when deciding the attribute value to be chosen for po-

sition k + 1. Note that the ranking is always feasible at the first

position (k = 1) since for any ai , the minimum count requirement

is ⌊pai · 1⌋ = 0. It follows that there are at least two attribute values,

say a1 and a2 (without loss of generality), for which the minimum

count requirement is about to be violated at k + 1. In other words,

the candidate for position k + 1 needs to possess both a1 and a2,
and since this is impossible, the ranking would become infeasible.

Further,

⌈pa1 · k⌉ = ⌊pa1 · (k + 1)⌋ > countk (a1) ≥ ⌊pa1 · k⌋ and, (12)

⌈pa2 · k⌉ = ⌊pa2 · (k + 1)⌋ > countk (a2) ≥ ⌊pa2 · k⌋ . (13)

Note that pa1 ·k cannot be an integer, as otherwise ⌊pa1 · (k + 1)⌋ =
pa1 · k + ⌊pa1⌋ = pa1 · k (using pa1 < 1), which goes against our

assumption that the ranking became infeasible at k + 1. By a sim-

ilar argument, pa2 · k also cannot be an integer. Hence, we have:

⌈pa1 · k⌉ = ⌊pa1 · k⌋ + 1 = ⌊pa1 · (k + 1)⌋ (similarly for a2). Con-
sequently, we also have: countk (a1) = ⌊pa1 · k⌋ and countk (a2) =
⌊pa2 · k⌋

Case 1: |A| = 2: Since the number of candidates included till

position k equals k , we have: k = countk (a1) + countk (a2) =
⌊pa1 · k⌋ + ⌊pa2 · k⌋ < pa1 · k + pa2 · k = (pa1 + pa2 ) · k = 1 · k = k ,
which is a contradiction.

Case 2: |A| = 3: Since the number of candidates included till posi-

tion k equals k , and since countk (a1) = ⌊pa1 · k⌋ and countk (a2) =
⌊pa2 · k⌋, it follows that countk (a3) = ⌈pa3 · k⌉. This is because
⌊pa1 · k⌋ + ⌊pa2 · k⌋ + ⌊pa3 · k⌋ < k (recall that pa1 · k and pa2 · k
cannot be integers), and our algorithms do not allow countk (a3) to
exceed ⌈pa3 · k⌉. Therefore,

(pa1 · k − ⌊pa1 · k⌋) + (pa2 · k − ⌊pa2 · k⌋) =

⌈pa3 · k⌉ − pa3 · k < 1 , and hence ,

pa1 + (pa1 ·k − ⌊pa1 ·k⌋)+pa2 + (pa2 ·k − ⌊pa2 ·k⌋) < 1+ (pa1 +pa2 ).

However, we know that pa1 + (pa1 ·k ) = pa1 · (k + 1) ≥ 1+ ⌊pa1 ·k⌋
(per conditions in 12 and 13). Hence,

2 ≤ pa1 + (pa1 · k − ⌊pa1 · k⌋) + pa2 + (pa2 · k − ⌊pa2 · k⌋)

< 1 + (pa1 + pa2 ) , so that,

1 < pa1 + pa2 ,

which is a contradiction, since we know that

∑
pai = 1.

Thus, it follows that the three algorithms are always feasible for

|A| ≤ 3.

We show that the DetGreedy algorithm is not feasible for |A| ≥ 4

via a simple counter-example. In Table 4, we list four attribute values

with their corresponding desired proportions, and one candidate

from each of them (we only give the scores in the brackets). The al-

gorithm chooses a4 and a3 for the first two positions in the ranking.

However, for the third position, both a1 and a2 require a candidate
from them to be chosen, which makes the ranked list infeasible.

Since for any choice of |A| > 4, we can extend the above counter-

example (by setting pai = 0 for i > 4), it follows that DetGreedy

algorithm is not guaranteed to be feasible whenever |A| ≥ 4.

□



Table 4: Infeasibility Example for DetGreedy with |A| = 4

ai , pai a1, 0.4 a2, 0.4 a3, 0.1 a4, 0.1 DetGreedy
choosescandidates(ai ) [0.1] [0.2] [0.3] [0.4]

Min. Requirements
Index 1 0 0 0 0 a4
Index 2 0 0 0 0 a3
Index 3 1 1 0 0 Infeasible

A.3 Proof of Theorem 3.3
DetConstSort algorithm is feasible per Definition 3.1.

Proof. First, we observe that DetConstSort algorithm only in-

cludes as many candidates as needed to meet the minimum repre-

sentation count requirement for each attribute value (Eq. 6). Further,

by position k in the ranking, the algorithm would have included at

most k such candidates, since∑
⌊pai · k⌋ ≤

∑
(pai · k ) = (

∑
pai ) · k = k .

As a result, each time a new candidate with attribute value ai has to
be inserted (in order to satisfy the newminimum count requirement

for ai ), there is sufficient empty space in the ranked list before and

including kth position. The algorithm also never swaps a candidate

to cause its attribute value ai to violate the feasibility condition

(Eq. 6). Since the feasibility condition is not violated at any step of

the algorithm, it follows that DetConstSort is indeed feasible.

□

A.4 Description of Representative Ranking
System Architecture

Figure 5 details our two-tiered ranking architecture for achieving

gender-representative ranking for LinkedIn Talent Search systems.

There are three primary components via which we attempt to

achieve representative ranking:

(1) Computation of the gender distribution on the qualified set

of candidates, along-side our first-level ranking.

(2) Re-ranking of the candidate list utilizing our first-levelmachine-

learned ranking model’s scores and the desired gender dis-

tributions. The top-k
′
candidates, ranked in a representative

manner, are then sent to the second-level ranking.

(3) Re-ranking of the candidate list utilizing our second-level

machine learned ranking model’s scores and the desired

gender distributions. The top-k
′′
candidates, ranked in a

representative manner, are then presented to the recruiter.

The index corresponding to hundreds of millions of LinkedIn mem-

bers is partitioned and stored in a distributed manner amongst

the Searcher nodes. Hence, we first retrieve matching candidates

by issuing the search request simultaneously to multiple Searcher
nodes. We also count the number of candidates corresponding to

each inferred gender amongst the matching candidates within each

searcher node, and then combine these counts to get the overall

gender distribution of candidates for the given search request. A

top subset (k → k
′ → k

′′
) of the candidates (after ranking, and

representative re-ranking) is sent to the next stage (first-level→

second-level→ recruiter), and finally the top k
′′
representatively

ranked candidates are presented to the user (recruiter) in a page-

by-page manner.
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